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For San Francisco design/builder Peter Liang, 

transforming a derelict bungalow into an energy 

efficient minimalist ‘tower’, was not just a feat of 

thorough planning and great vision – it was also an 

exercise in neighbourhood diplomacy.

In San Francisco’s 
booming property 
market, the suburb 
of Bernal Heights has 
long remained under-
the-radar of the city’s 
realtors. That is the way 
this creative enclave 
likes to keep things. 

For first-home buyer Peter, it was the 
combination of eclectic architecture, 
friendly neighbourhoods and 
cheaper real estate that lured his 
family here to this secret, sunny and 
underdeveloped nub.

A real estate ad screaming, “Don’t 
bring your kids!” caught his eye. 
The listed property was: “a scary, 
barely liveable 1906 structure, whose 
historic details had been severely 
compromised,” says Peter. 

The previous occupant and a dozen of 
her friends had lived a “Goth” lifestyle, 
right down to a coffin and a real skull 
for decorations. 

The basement crawlspace had been 
jerry-rigged with futon bed frames 
dividing sleep zones. “As a designer 
that was very appealing. It meant I 
would be able to do what I wanted.”
While he loved the historic street, 
he was looking for something more 
than a restoration project. As an 
accredited LEED (Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design) 
practitioner, Peter wanted to try 
the unconventional. The family kept 
renting while Peter set about planning 
the revamp.

Three words defined his brief: 
thoughtful, economic and integrated. 
Working on a tight budget meant 
meticulous planning and calling in 
favours from Peter’s sub trades team. 

The house became a laboratory of 
research and collaboration for his 
company BlueTruck Studios. 

“My practice is about learning, 
exploring and applying details that are 
often invented along the way. This was 
an opportunity to try things untypical 
of a regular build. We minimised 
labour and material usage in dif ferent 
ways like engineering larger framing.” 

An existing room at the rear of the 
house was removed to gain a level 
lawn that rolls out from the new 
kitchen dining area. 

That mass reduction meant that under 
the City’s strategic planning rules 
he was able to build up. The vertical 
transformation meant better light and 
views. “Orientation to the sun, passive 
heating and access to daylight has to 
be there from the beginning.”

Working from a compact footprint 
(the entire home is just shy of seven 
metres wide) on the side of a small 
mountain, Peter opted for a grass   
roof that mimicked the natural f lora   
of the hillside. 

Sustainable cedar 
cladding was used 
for the exterior
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The kitchen has custom-made 
cabinetry sets to keep costs 
down along with a back-painted 
glass splashback
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This thermal mass provides excellent 
insulation, extra outdoor living space 
and exceptional views.

Come consent time, Peter admits his 
near monolithic design was a stylistic 
shif t too far for some in the street. 

“From the reductive form of the house, 
to the large cantilevered bathroom off 
the back, the unfamiliar green roof 
and even the venting panels, we had 
to convince our neighbours that we 
had good intentions, that we were 
installing green technology and that 
we were actually going to live here.”

Because time had eroded any heritage 
details from the existing house it made 
it easier for Peter’s concepts to meet 
San Francisco’s restrictive building 
code. Thankfully, when it comes to 
sustainability, the city planners are 
progressive. They green-lighted the 
design and the nine-month rebuild 
began.

The original dwelling was gutted 
back to the studs. Excavations at 
street level allowed for increased 
infrastructure to accommodate the 
roof garden and top storey, plus an 
extra living/office space and half-

bathroom adjacent to the garage. 
An exterior light well was created to 
naturally illuminate downstairs.

Radiant heat tubes were embedded in 
fly-ash concrete slabs on the ground 
and first f loors, with a Gypcrete 
thermal mass layer on the top storey 
for thermostat controlled underfloor 
heating system on every level. 

“We splurged on radiant heat for the 
comfort,” confesses Peter. “There are 
aesthetic and space saving gains too, 
like no ducting or heater clutter.”

Conversely cost wise, he “cut corners” 
by opting for of f-the-shelf products 
like sustainable cedar cladding that 
was bought on sale, and by using 
custom-made bathroom and kitchen 
cabinetry kitsets. To meet his “green 
M.O”, Peter designed compact 
bathrooms with inbuilt cost-saving 
features like back-painted glass 
splashbacks, shub showers with 
modified off-the-rack curtains and 
shower rails. 

During the construction process, out-
of-the-ordinary design elements like 
floating reclaimed timber posts, f lush 
glass details without trim and custom 

Roof level
01 Bathroom cantilever
02 Skylight
03 Access hatch/ladder
04 Green roof

A floor to ceiling 
window creates 

seamless indoor-
outdoor flow

Upper level
01 Cantilevered bathroom
02 Bedroom
03 Master closet
04 Master bedroom
05 Half bathroom
06 Balcony
07 Laundry
08 Interior light well

Main level
01 Light well
02 Kitchen/Dining
03 Living

Street level
01 Light well 
02 Bedroom/Office
03 Bathroom
04 Entry
05 Garage
06 Porch

Size:   1,739 square feet/161.55 
square metres

Cost: US $225 per square foot 
Total: US $391,275

Supplier directory

Designer/Owner
Peter Liang Blue Truck Inc. 
www.bluetruckstudio.com

Structural Engineer
Mosswood Engineering
www.mosswoodengineering.com

Landscape Design
Horngsheng Tu, 
Landscape Architecture
www.acochran.com

Landscape Contractor
5 Elements Design
www.5elementsdesign.com

Cost breakdown
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engineered lightweight trusses to 
support the green roof, left building 
inspectors scratching their heads. 

Communication and solid 
relationships with inspectors, says 
Peter, is paramount during the 
process. “I always highlight and 
explain the positive elements of what 
we are trying to achieve. I research 
every project thoroughly and provide 
precedents and calculations for what 
we are about to build. It is an exercise 
in education. Being on-site to clarify 
any concerns certainly helps.”

A striking feature of the ‘tower’ is 
the cantilevered main bathroom that 
juts from the top floor at the rear 
of the house. The bathroom offers 
impressive views, drama in design, 
retains yard area beneath and is a 
creative way to achieve much needed 
extra space. On a horizontal line at 
the front of the home is a recessed 
balcony adjacent to an airy master 
bedroom. Both catch city views.

A second bedroom, walk in closet 
and half-bathroom share the top floor. 
In the master bedroom a pull-down 
ladder provides access to the secret 
‘backyard’ on the roof of the house. 
The wind and the birds have seeded 
the 53 square-metre garden, as it 
shares the same vegetation as the 
nearby Bernal Hill Park. Here the 
family can entertain or even sleep out 
under the stars.

Walnut f loors provide a warm rich tone 
underfoot upstairs and down. Daylight 
f loods in from an internal light well 
whose double height mural wall unites 
the top floor with the open-plan living 
level below.

Thermally broken aluminium joinery 
with double-glazed windows was 
used throughout. Louvre venting on 
each floor is disguised within the 
cedar siding. The louvres operate 
like traditional shutters or open as 
windows to provide cross-ventilation 
and passive cooling.

Fibreglass spray foam insulation 
was chosen for its performance 
and applied at over double the 
recommended RV in the ceiling and 
walls to provide ‘super insulation.’ Low 
VOC paint was used on all interior 
plasterboard walls and ceilings.

Street-side, Peter referenced 
neighbourhood claddings with a 
rough-hewn brown cedar that was 
hand-coopered to curve up under the 
soffit. The western ‘red’ cedar exterior 
at the rear of the tower is stained 
white, the custom profile f ixed over 
battens allows for breathing.

A floor-to-ceiling front window 
references the neighbourhood’s 
Victorian bay windows and maximises 
the softer northern light. An identical 
rear kitchen window creates seamless 
indoor-outdoor flow onto the 
backyard. 

Before the 
renovation: a 

neglected bungalow 
structure from 1906
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Timber walkways access two sides 
of this “outdoor playroom,” which is 
backed by a low, slatted, south-side 
privacy fence that lets the light in. 

Quality kitchen appliances were 
chosen for their longevity. The fridge 
and dishwasher are hidden behind the 
cabinetry. The L-shaped working area 
features customised upper cabinets 
that are higher and deeper than usual 
because “we are taller people.” Hand 
crafted ‘petal-metal’ lights illuminate 
the sink/breakfast bar area. As the 
bulbs heat up the ‘petals’ open. 

In the spirit of a laboratory, Peter 
continues working with developer 
friends to retrofit the home with 
smart technology. So far the garage 
door, security and lighting controls 
are all app operational and he is now 
awaiting a ‘Z-Wave’ system for the 
heating thermostat. “The new tech,” 
he says, “has definitely made the 
home work more ef ficiently.” 

Other than a few small details like 
light or wall socket placements, Peter 
claims there is nothing he would have 
done dif ferently. “I am really pleased 
to have created a sustainable living 
space for my family. And through the 
process I also now have a greater 
empathy for my clients.” 

A recessed balcony 
outside the master 

bedroom make the 
most of the city 

views

The main living level 
was made open-plan 
to maximise as much 
space as possible 
with the house being 
just about 7 metres 
wide


